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T U R N K E Y C O N T R A C T O R S . C O . U K



Turnkey Contractors stands as a beacon of innovation and quality in London's construction
landscape, offering comprehensive Turnkey solutions that transform properties into spaces
of distinction. Our pursuit of excellence isn't just a goal; it's an enduring promise.

We at Turnkey Contractors hold a steadfast belief that exceeding expectations hinges on
our unparalleled commitment to adding extraordinary value and providing an unmistakably
superior service. It's this philosophy that has guided us in assembling teams of dedicated
professionals, each a specialist in their field, all bound by a collective commitment to
unfaltering excellence and precision.

Born from a visionary's desire to redefine the construction industry's status quo, Turnkey
Contractors embodies reliability, unwavering commitment, profound passion, and
meticulous care—qualities often sought yet rarely found in the field. Our pride stems from
being more than a construction company; we're a promise of quality and trust, consistently
delivering meticulously managed, full-spectrum renovation and construction projects
throughout the UK. With Turnkey Contractors, construction isn't just a service but a crafted
experience of transformation and lasting value.

A B O U T  U S

Introducing Turnkey Contractors

Turnkey Contractors handled our new build project with an impressive balance of
professionalism and personal connection. Chris was genuinely invested in
understanding our desires for a dream home, and it showed in the thoughtful
questions he asked. 

Project manager Alex was phenomenal, his updates were comprehensive, and he
was always available to discuss any aspect of the project. The team’s punctuality,
craftsmanship, and respect for our opinions were commendable. We now live in a
home we’re proud to showcase, all thanks to Chris and his dedicated team.
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Kristian Brown

Christopher Brown

Kristian, co-founder and dynamic leader at Turnkey Building Contractors
Ltd, wields not just a carpenter’s practical skill, honed from days on his
family-run sites, but also a prestigious Level 7 in Construction
Management. His journey from hands-on craftsmanship to academic
mastery gives him an unparalleled edge. As Managing Director, Kristian
merges heartfelt commitment with profound knowledge, transforming
each project from a blueprint into a masterpiece. With him, construction
is less a task, more a heritage of excellence brought to life.

Chris, co-founder and operational heart of Turnkey Building
Contractors Ltd, brings 40 years of unmatched expertise. His work with
English Heritage has left an indelible mark on iconic structures in the
UK and abroad, honing his insistence on nothing short of excellence.
For Chris, every project is a personal testament to precision, every
finish a signature of supreme quality. In his hands, buildings are not just
constructed; they're meticulously crafted masterpieces, blending
heritage with unparalleled craftsmanship.

Managing Director and Co-Founder 

Co-Founder 
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Our Services

T U R N K E Y  C O N T R A C T O R S

In the pulsating heart of London, our growing portfolio is a testament to our extensive
expertise in the residential sector, encompassing everything from expansive private
apartments to exclusive bespoke properties. We're not just builders; we're innovators,
committed to employing a spectrum of techniques, from the time-honoured to the
cutting-edge.

Our dedication at Turnkey Contractors goes beyond mere construction; we strive to craft
singular living spaces that allure potential residents while harmonising with the existing
community fabric and local ambience. We're acutely aware of the importance of punctual
delivery, yet refuse to let this diligence disrupt the calibre and finesse that define our
developments. Our work is not simply about building homes—it's about shaping
experiences, communities, and life itself.



O U R  S E R V I C E S

Design and Build
At Turnkey Contractors, we've simplified the construction process by offering a
comprehensive suite of services all under one roof. From the initial architectural
planning to the final touches of construction, we're with you every step of the way.
Navigating building regulations, securing planning permissions, mastering structural
engineering, and meticulous project management are all part of our commitment to
delivering precisely what you've envisioned.

Our collaboration with clients is intimate and tailored, as we dedicate ourselves to
fulfilling their unique needs with custom, innovative design solutions. We never
compromise on quality, holding our work to the highest standards and basking in the
glow of a flawless finish. Every project benefits from end-to-end project management,
guaranteeing a seamless build aligned with your budget and timeline. For us, your
satisfaction isn't just a goal; it's the driving force behind our dedicated team, committed
to making the entire process as seamless and stress-free as possible for you.



New Builds
O U R  S E R V I C E S

Turnkey Contractors stands out as the go-to contractor for new build
developments, offering an all-encompassing, streamlined approach to
construction. Our seasoned experts are by your side from the earliest
planning phases right through to the final inspection, guaranteeing timely
completion, adherence to budget, and uncompromising quality standards.

We know that transparent communication and prompt updates are crucial,
which is why our committed project managers ensure you're in the loop at
every stage. Entrusting your new build to Turnkey Contractors means
investing in peace of mind, secure in the knowledge that every aspect of
your project will be executed with precision, professionalism, and an
exceptional level of care.



O U R  S E R V I C E S

Extensions
Fusing elegant design with masterful craftsmanship, we

specialize in crafting outstanding property extensions. Our
dedicated trio of planners, designers, and constructors

collaborates closely with our clients, turning existing
spaces into modern marvels of luxury and comfort.

Pride in our work drives us at Turnkey Contractors, as we
deliver customised extension services that spell luxury

across London, Essex, and the UK. Our journey with you
begins at the architectural drawing board and doesn’t end

until we’ve metamorphosed your space with exquisite
interiors. Guided by a commitment to client satisfaction
and an ambition to surpass expectations, we at Turnkey

Contractors ensure a smooth evolution of your living
space, enriching the everyday experiences of you and your

family.



O U R  S E R V I C E S

Loft conversions
Turnkey Contractors excels in reimagining your loft space, ingeniously expanding your home's
potential. Driven by a dedication to superb design, we not only elevate your living area but also
significantly enhance your property's value.

Our acclaimed team stands out for its ability to unlock the full potential of every inch, delivering
results with skill, thoughtfulness, and meticulous attention. Boasting years of industry prowess,
Turnkey Contractors has a rich portfolio of flawlessly executed loft conversions across London and
Essex. Our approach is anchored in innovative design, exceptional craftsmanship, and a client-
focused ethos, providing a comprehensive service that empowers homeowners to truly capitalize
on their available space.

We conduct our projects with the utmost respect for your domestic sanctity, minimizing disruption
and respecting your daily life. More than just increasing square footage, our bespoke loft
conversions promise to metamorphose your property into a contemporary haven, tailored
precisely to your aspirations.



O U R  S E R V I C E S

Home Remodelling
At Turnkey Contractors, we hold the conviction that interiors should
be not only sleek and modern but also thoughtfully constructed with

your family at the forefront, laying the groundwork for timeless,
cherished homes. Recognized as the premier choice for home

renovations in London and Essex, we understand that your home is an
extension of your persona, and that's precisely our starting point for

delivering a genuinely customised experience.

Whether you're eyeing a residential uplift, we're your ultimate
destination, pledging to bring your vision to life both punctually and

within your financial plan. Each project we undertake is a harmonious
blend of elegance, modernity, and familial consideration, ensuring

your renovated space isn't just a house, but a true reflection of you.
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O U R  S E R V I C E S

Basements
Transforming basements into unique, luxury spaces for your home.
Exceeding expectations every time. We are expert services in the
construction and waterproofing of new or existing basements. With over
45 years in the industry, coupled with exemplary craftsmanship, we have
quickly grown to become a leading provider of London's most sought
after basements.

We have expertise in converting basements into usable spaces for your
family. With an emphasis on lifestyle, we create unique additions to a
home including workspaces, gyms, pools, spas, libraries, cinema rooms,
art studio, games rooms and guest accommodation. 
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Choosing Turnkey Contractors for our
extensive house extension was the best
decision we could have made. Chris was
incredibly knowledgeable and approachable,
putting any concerns to rest from our very first
meeting. The team’s craftsmanship is top-
notch, and their respect for our space was
greatly appreciated. Alex coordinated the
project seamlessly, making sure every
specification was met with the highest
standards. Our expectations were not only met
but exceeded.

After several consultations with different firms, we entrusted our new build project to Turnkey Contractors. Kristian's
commitment to bringing our vision to life was unparalleled. From the initial designs to the final walk-through, every
detail was handled with professionalism and an evident passion for excellence. The project management skills of
Maciej kept everything on schedule, and the outcome was nothing short of perfection. We're delighted with our new
home, thanks to Kristian and his team.

The team at Turnkey Contractors is exceptional.
For our ambitious home extension, we needed a
company that could handle complexity and
scale. Kristian provided a thoughtful approach
to preserving the character of our home while
modernizing our space. Maciej’s oversight was
meticulous, and the crew's professionalism and
work ethic was admirable. We were involved in
every decision, and the result is a beautiful,
expansive addition to our home that feels both
luxurious and functional.
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At Turnkey Building Contractors, health and safety aren't just
regulations — they're a steadfast commitment to the well-being
of our team and clients alike. Our stance on unsafe working
practices is one of zero tolerance, ensuring every individual in our
workforce is not just compliant but fully invested in maintaining a
secure work environment. This dedication extends to welcoming
routine site assessments from independent bodies, affirming our
adherence to the highest standards.

Our sustained efforts in upholding rigorous safety protocols have
earned us accreditations from esteemed health and safety and
regulatory standard bodies within the UK construction realm. We
invite you to view the comprehensive list of certifications
maintained by our company and our professional team, each
testament to our unwavering promise of a secure, quality
construction environment.

E X P E R I E N C E

Accreditations and Awards



CONTACT US VISIT US

Telephone
0208 149 0010
Online
turnkeycontractors.co.uk
Email
info@turnkeycontractors.co.uk

Address
Suite 105
Grangewood House
Oakwood Hill Ind Est
Loughton 
IG10 3TZ

tel:+44208%20149%200010
tel:+44208%20149%200010

